
CREATION VACATION 
Your Soul's Melody

Beaming Being is True Teaching

excerpt from Tanya von Zychlinsky's book 'How to Prepare for Creative Manifestation'

You are a MasterPEACE, and You have arrived... in perfect divine timing! 

I am excited to cell-ebrate your LEGACY... as you dance to life what is SO YOU, 

attuned to Your Soul's Melody. 

with reverence, oxo Tanya



 Beaming Being is True Teaching

When we are in love and in connection, and have never experienced anything but that, 

then we can't truly consciously know the difference of how it feels to be out of love and 

disconnected. So, we chose the experience of being out of love and disconnected, for the 

sheer joy of expanding back into Love and remembering our Source again. In our old 

understanding we would have said, experiencing 'not being there'  for the sheer joy of 

experiencing 'getting back there' (linear concept of lack).  The experience of how it feels to 

not be in it is possible through being entirely in the mind, and the sheer joy of expanding 

and softening 'back' into being ONE with your pure essence and how the difference feels.  

Think of this as two contrasting experiences! These are the 'two ends of the scale of true 

spiritual power and leadership: disempowerment and empowerment, co-dependency and 

co-creativity, with all kinds of nuances in between. 

It's like two people, two aspects of the one consciousness,  who pretend to be separate for 

the sheer ecstasy of coming back together. Had they always been together, they would not 

be able to experience the joy of getting together, of coming into UNION with themselves 

and the Beloved, because they would be oblivious to the natural state of bliss that they are  

in, even though they would enjoy it, but  they would have never known any different. It's 

about experience. Here's an example...

Real Life Experience in Paradise

When I was on Kaua'i, Hawaii, for the frst time, years back, as participant of a spiritual 

seminar,  I  took  a  swim  in  the  pool  by  the  seminar  house,  where  a  local  couple  was 

enjoying the sun, beaming with such love and deep connection, that words fail to describe 

it. They were glowing, and their eyes were glistening, and it felt like even their skin was 

glimmering with the light of that true Love beyond 'in-love-ness'. When they asked me, 

genuinely interested, what I had come to Kaua'i for, I enthusiastically set out to explain 

that we were having a spiritual seminar to 'bring back in the sacred feminine and come 

into Union with our Higher Self' (separation concept!). 



Huge Aha!

Neither did these lovers judge nor could they understand what I was trying to explain to 

them, because as I listened to them share, they had never experienced being 'separate from 

Love/Spirit' or 'the sacred feminine', which they revere, so they could not imagine how 

one could be 'not in it' or 'try to return to it', because they had never 'lost it' in the frst place.  

They had no such concept in their minds. I had such a huge Aha that day… and I felt very 

humbled, recognizing how 'important' I had felt in my 'spiritual quest to bring back the 

sacred feminine' and to 'teach it' (separation thinking, mind). Or, the 9 year old boy, who 

came with his little bike to the beach, asking me:”Why did you come here?” and I told him 

what I thought were 'reasons'. He just looked at me, smiled, and non-chalantly said:

”I came here to BE...” then shrugged and hopped onto his bike, off to more adventures.

They were already BEING, what I was 'aiming to get to'. 

The island was already teaching me so profoundly with great  love through these two 

angels  –  through beaming  being. I  was  the  one receiving teaching  from  them  through 

example and inspiration (not lecturing). They were born and raised within a giant garden 

of pure Love on sacred Kaua', who for Kaua'ians has a feminine Spirit. They lovingly call 

h e r Mama  Kaua'i, because  of  the  love  and  nourishing  and  lavish  abundance  that  she 

provides. There's a reason, why Kaua'i is called Paradise and the Garden Island, because of 

and  beyond  the  lush  beauty,  creativity,  compassion,  and  splendour  of  this  rainbow 

covered  gem,  the  expression  of  absolute  abundance,  where  sky  kisses  earth,  and  the 

mundane, the mystical, and the magical, merge. Here, you will feel the passion of volcano 

goddess Pele as well as your own higher being brimming with love, remembering that all  

that glory out there, refects the bounty of the creative life force that also resides within,  

creating and re-creating you – and through you in loving collaboration with others.

I have to laugh compassionately at myself today, because it is so clear to me now, that I 

had been trying to 'bring milk to the cows'. I was so in my head and had all these concepts, 

but no matter how spiritual the concepts, your true Spirit can't accessed through the mind. 

And that was just the beginning of 8 years of powerful teachings that I gratefully received 

from and circulated with the island and her people. Never judging, always loving, kind, 

compassionate, and revealing, in paradise, where people 'aloha one another' (some of my 

Creation Vacations take place on Kaua'i. ”Who She loves, She calls back or never lets go.”) 

I could tell you wondrous and wonder-flled true stories, but that will have to wait.



Aloha Ke Akua

Aloha Ke Akua means so much more than 'God is Love' in Hawaiian. The same as 'hula' is  

not just a dance,  but a way of  life. The island opened my consciousness to the 'miracles', 

magical  being,  and moments  of  pure bliss,  which left  no  doubt  of  a  Higher Power,  a 

Higher Intelligence, a loving creative Life Force that looks out for us: The ONE LOVE. 

My true Self emerged in pure creative Self-expression, opening my life to prosperity and 

true spiritual power and to some of the most amazing people I have met so far. This green 

tropical  volcano  island  enchants  with  her  luscious  landscapes,  magical  mountains, 

waterfalls, rainbows, rivers, and oceans, and immerses into Love pure people with giant 

hearts, who honor the land as much as it honors them. A magical place, which certainly 

offers a lot to get you out of too much thinking and into your body and beaming being. 

The abundance of love and laughter, co-creativity and soul family, that I have experienced 

here will soon fll a book of its own. Sooo much divine blossoming. Experience turned 

expertise and it's my great joy to guide you into...



Being One with Your Soul's Melody

When you are ONE with Your Soul's Melody, fully attuned and melted into that Truth of 

your Higher Being, then the universe conspires with you to let things fall into place and 

people  show  up  and  synchronicity  happen  for  you,  because  you remembered that  the 

limitation you had, was just a construct in your human mind, a part of the illusion and the 

networking of limiting beliefs and conditioning in choir with the corresponding emotional 

responses. Energy is sound in hearticles and waves of wonder - and most of it, you can't 

even  hear  with  human  ears,  but  we  all  live  in  a  giant  symphony of  synchrony with 

harmonies and discords. Some of it resonates and some sounds may not be in tune with 

our frequency. You may not hear it, but you can feel it. Matter is sound manifest. So, You 

literally can dance within the Melody. Don't leave this earth with your song still in you!



It's right here, in the midst of You!

Rather than pushing forward in an effort or setting an intention to where you wish to be in 

the future, or being 'reeled in' by your 'future Self ' (all linear time!). You are melting inward 

into your Core, because Your higher being is already right here, right now. And at the 

same time you are remerging with that expanded feld-of-feel-good. It's like leaning back 

within yourself, but it is really a release of tension and an opening. The melting inward is 

the sensation of surrender to just BEING YOU, with no attachments, no hardened walls.  

It's inner  peace,  love,  joy,  and  appreciation  flling  and  surrounding  you. You just  stop 

struggling and trying so hard to be who you're not. 



It's like fully relaxing within a warm bath of energy that just IS.  It's stable – like a giant 

bath full of warm water (just in energy)... ahhhh... and your body like a sponge soaks it all  

up, like lungs longing for air, flling themselves into balance.

You are that expanded feld, that energy inside:  stable and calm, a sound, always moving 

invisibly but tangibly, while you are also moving inside 'it'. It is right here, in the midst of 

You... all of You. Your Heart of hearts. Your giant Field-of-Feel-Good. The natural feld is the 

giant Field-of-Feel-Good. That's the BALANCE. The ocean when it's calm. And there are 

also energy currents within it, some soft, some rolling, others like rip tides. Hearticles and 

waves of wonder, waves of energy in motion, moving as e-motion, but the feld itself doesn't 

go  anywhere.  It  is  a  movement  within  the  bigger  feld.  Like  with  warmer  or  colder 

currents of water within a body of water, and you inside it – and it within you. The ocean 

wave is temporarily a unique individual (big or small, fresh or feisty) while at the same 

time being that part of the ocean and each droplet within it. The ocean is as much within 

the wave as the wave is within the ocean. It's the same with energy, just less wet. 

Your Soul is the driver, with the body as the Super Star Car and your physical personality 

with its mind is the cell-ebrated celebrity co-pilot!  You shall e-merge more fuidly as ONE.

Our Bodies Are Permeable To Energies 

They are at the same time energy 'in-dense-ifed' (intensifed into density, more dense-ity, 

more matter, less dense-ity, more energetic). You are not separate from the energies that 

you are living in and that at the same time live in you and move through you (imagine a 

sifter, sieve, or sponge), even though sometimes, it may feel like you are separate, when 

you are too much in your head, but you never are. Neither from those energies nor from 

others whose energy in motion (e.motion) also 'colors or favors or intonates' the bigger 

energy feld, the collective. So, how you run and clogg or clear your energy, matters. Your 

Soul's Melody enriches the bigger Symphony! 

Thinking cannot feel, and it needs past or future to relate to and make logical connections 

and meaning, while your physical and emotional body are the 'sense-ors', they feel in the 

present moment (fresh feeling needs present moment awareness). 



Otherwise,  you just  feel  retriggered emotions  that  are  picking up old  sensations  from 

memory in collaboration with old thoughts, creating the same old, same old. Energetically 

speaking,  You are that  expanded  FIELD:  So  is  everyone  else.  You  are  that  specifc 

expression as that part of the feld, others are that specifc expression, like two arms who 

seem to not be connected with each other, but are, as part of the bigger body. It is right 

here, in the midst of You... all of You. Your Heart of hearts. 

The natural state of energy in balance is the giant Field-of-Feel-Good! 

That's  the  balance.  That's  where  Your  Soul's  Melody resides.  When you  feel that,  you 

know, you are fully attuned to it, that blissful feeling of silken peaceful warmth and loving 

contentment  is  your  Soul-o-meter.  There  are  also  energy  currents  within  your  body, 

created in response to your thoughts and to what your senses pick up within and around: 

Energy in motion, moving as e-motion, fowing within the energy feld and through all 

bodies, but the feld itself doesn't go anywhere. It's a movement within the bigger feld. 

Like with warmer or colder currents of water within a body of water, and you inside it – 

and it within you. Energy does matter... matter is energy gone dense... through laser focus. 

The bigger energy, this higher Intelligence is really what touches you deeply when you 

feel it.  It is what moves you. Living life surrendered to it,  allows you to be on angelic 

autopilot.



Being on Angelic Autopilot

Have you ever found yourself in a store, walking over to the 'Immune Booster or Natural 

Remedy section' and without even thinking about it, place some of these natural boosters 

into your cart, then check out – when there seemed to be no immediate need for that, 

because you and your Loved Ones are all ft and well? 

Then the very next day, you feel unwell, or your Loved One comes home with symptoms of 

a heavy cold.  You smile... you're grateful your intuition did the shopping for you, because 

you can now easily nip ‘the ailment’ in the bud. This happened to me, exactly like that! 

There was no 'listening to the intuition and then taking inspired action'. I was on angelic 

autopilot, naturally moving about, no thought involved at all, just me being moved by Love  

doing the shopping.

Now, there's no way that your mind could have anticipated this, but your higher being 

KNOWS.   It's  not  'someone else  taking over',  it  is  your  higher  You leading you,  you 

essence  moving  you.  You  dropping  into  your giant  Field-of-Field-Good,  stopping  the 

struggle to be anything but that. Yes, yes, YES!



Soul Level Creating and Relating

Happy Inner Wedding Day!

Amazing  movement  and  opening  is  happening  inside  you,  already  now  as  you  are 

reading  this...  because You have invited it  and are empowering it.  That's synchronicity. 

Your body and your soul feel sooo great about this inner marriage and the release of your 

busy-ness:  

”Your Soul knows your contract, knows how and when, your mind doesn't have a clue. No one else 

can be who you are, nor do your gifted do!” There is such mesmerizing magnitude in your 

higher Self-Expression that it is beyond words to describe. Watch, what happens, when 

you trust... and allow it through. 



In Closing…Before We Meet Soon!

Weren't you a little bored lately with your usual way of living? Just a little? That's a sign 

you're ready for NEW adventures. That's when your soul is eager to expand and explore 

new territory,  creativity and sense-ualities.  That's  when all  that's  'old'  has already been 

integrated, savored, and sampled. Boredom and curiosity brought you to your solid soul 

decision to discover more about the truth of YOU.  It’s why you are here, coming home.

More than success, money, or 'getting there', what most people are deeply longing for now 

is to experience being ONE again. That purity of heart and childlike innocence, that feeling 

when you are one with your playful Spirit expressing and experiencing itself through you.

I am exhilarated to be witness and guidance to this next part of your adventure.  It is my 

privilege to hold space and whisper inspiration to the truth of You at this magical moment 

in time. I feel deeply touched, knowing that You have arrived! 

Trust that where Love leads you is amazing!!

Something totally magical is  in store for you. Watch for synchronicity and prepare for 

random miracles,  because you now are dedicating space,  time,  love,  nourishment  and 

energy to let your own higher being come through you. Wouldn't you just LOVE to have a 

few hours, a day, or even an entire week to just play, cheered on by someone who so 'gets' you? 

Claim your space, where you can dream, vision, and vacation... maybe on a Creation Vacation?  

During our time together, you will discover a playful way to take stock and see what you 

have previously explored, which creative higher Self-expression is eager to bubble out, 

and to adjust and align into what’s more and more sacred to you. A full immersion!

Now, have fun bathing in your prosperity of preparations, so we can dive deeper during  

your sessions via skype – or go on a hike on Kaua'i ;-)) ? Wouldn't that be so FUN?! 

No hard work, just play, play, play and being free, to let your Dreamer anchor things and 

dance to your soul's melody. Your playful assignments will organically evolve, as inspired. 

I  love  custom-designing Playgrounds for Experience,  because, if  you're anything like me, 

you're a pretty free Spirit and don't like to feel confned to narrow programs or schedules, 

or feeling stuck indoors all day. Love being in nature and create your dreams? Me too!  

After all, there's fun to be had and playful Spirit to be expressed in the fow of things as 

they are now, and rigid programs can't accommodate that freedom, that sense of magical 

being, that delicious divine design, the moment of marvel and soul surprise. 



That's why Creation Vacations are quite spontaneous. Some people book a year ahead of 

time, and I admire that they can do that, but I wouldn't know that far in advance how I'd 

feel, where I'd be, and what I would love to experience a year from now. Would you? In a  

year, you will no longer be the same person. That's why I enjoy staying fexible while still 

savoring a good permeable foundation. That's pure vibrancy for me – and I want that for 

you,  too,  if  this  resonates.  I  LOVE  exploring  enchanted  environments  and  hosting 

heavenly events for you, bringing together what I would have loved to fnd, but haven't 

seen offered anywhere. So, when it's not 'out there', it's time to create it... and I have!

Our time together will help you very fast to unpeel your truth, your dreams, and your 

desires. No worries, you will totally LOVE it, because it is custom designed to what is SO 

YOU and what you so love, love, love!! My work with you is to shed light onto your truth  

and treasures, even just through this gift of inspiration, the words you are reading with the 

energy of love pouring through, so you can clearly see what's SO YOU, and just let go of 

what is not that. I will always lead you back into You and your own inner wise Self, while I 

am refecting back to you the intuition and higher mind wisdom that you're open to hear.

This is about experience, exploration, and exhilaration: 

Welcome to a World of Wonder and PLAY! 

You'll  have  plenty  of  FUN,  because  Your  playful  higher  being  is  co-directing  this 

adventure with me, and it knows you better than your physical personality does. There's  

great power in playfulness, the foundation for creative manifestation – and that's the real 

reason why you're here, right? Creative manifestation and being ONE... 

FUN and totally magical. 

See you soon, Love!

"Tanya walks barefooted through the spiritual heaven of The Earth, she perceives, with child-like 

spontaneity, through senses of high vibrational tuning. With loving resonance she blows bubbles of 

chuckling motivation, that others may experience dancing light within petrified stone. The pure crystal lenses 

of the higher-self are never shaded." Stephen Hastings. Businessman, scientist, author



Spend Quality Time with Tanya

Deep Connection, Creation Vacation, and Your Soul's Melody

Thank  you  for  joining  Tanya  von  Zychlinsky  in  her  mesmerizing  5-months-long Your  Soul's  Melody TM 

signature program or her magical CREATION Vacations or VIP Days, where you'll enjoy fun, fascination, 

practical fulfllment – and Your Soul's Truth: what is SO YOU! Be immersed in love, beauty, creativity, worlds 

of  wonders,  awe  and adventure,  as  you merge  your  phyical  personality  with  your  expanded spiritual 

energy. Everything is energy  - and energy in.formation. Heaven on Earth is what YOU make it!

Isn't it time you danced in your own sky, attuned to Your Soul's Melody? 

Wanna come along on this next Creation Vacation?

http://www.tanyascreativecamelot.html

If you can't leave town, you can work with Tanya from the convenience of your own home, via 

skype, to align with Your Soul's Melody (s.a.). To reserve your seat or for more information visit 

www.yoursoulsmelody.com

http://www.yoursoulsmelody.com/
http://www.tanyascreativecamelot.html/

